Noninvasive fetal ECG extraction using doubly constrained block-term decomposition.
Fetal electrocardiogram (fECG) monitoring is a beneficial method for assessing fetal health and diagnosing the fetal cardiac condition during pregnancy. In this study, an algorithm is proposed to extract fECG from maternal abdominal signals based on doubly constrained block-term (DoCoBT) tensor decomposition. This tensor decomposition method is constrained by quasiperiodicity constraints of fetal and maternal ECG signals. Tensor decompositions are more powerful tools than matrix decomposition, due to employing more information for source separation. Tensorizing abdominal signals and using periodicity constraints of fetal and maternal ECG, appropriately separates subspaces of the mother, the fetus(es) and noise. The quantitative and qualitative results of the proposed method show improved performance of DoCoBT decomposition versus other tensor and matrix decomposition methods in noisy conditions.